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Data Mining Life Cycles

Brendan Tierney

What is Data Mining?
§ Many Definitions

§ Non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful information from data

§ Exploration & analysis, by automatic or semi-automatic means, of large quantities of data in order to 
discover meaningful patterns 
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Knowledge Discovery 
Process
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Why do we need a Life Cycle?

KDD Process

4
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Steps Of A KDD Process 
1. Learning the application domain

§ Relevant prior knowledge and goals of application
2. Creating a target data set: data selection
3. Data cleaning and preprocessing 

§ May take 70% of effort!
4. Data reduction and transformation

§ Find useful features, dimensionality/variable reduction
5. Choosing functions of data mining 

§ Classification, regression, clustering, etc.

Steps Of A KDD Process 
6. Choosing the mining algorithm(s)
7. Data mining: search for patterns of interest
8. Pattern evaluation and knowledge presentation

§ Visualization, transformation, removing redundant patterns, etc.
9. Use of discovered knowledge
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The KDD Process

The KDD Process – with a Data Warehouse

Cleaning & 
Integration

Evaluation & 
Presentation

Data 
Warehouse

Databases

Selection & 
Transformation

Data Mining

Knowledge
“Data Science is 80% data 

preparation

& 20% complaining about it”
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There are lots and lots and lots and ……
of life cycles out there.

They are basically all saying the same thing !

And they are just a modified version of   ……

10
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CRISP-DM:
Data Mining Process

§ Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
§ European Community funded effort to develop framework for data mining 

tasks
§ Goals:

§ Encourage interoperable tools across entire data mining process
§ Take the mystery/high-priced expertise out of simple data mining tasks
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Why Should There be a Standard Process?

§ Framework for recording experience
§ Allows projects to be replicated

§ Aid to project planning and management
§ “Comfort factor” for new adopters

§ Demonstrates maturity of Data Mining
§ Reduces dependency on “stars”
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The data mining process must be reliable and 
repeatable by people with little data mining 
background.
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Process Standardisation
§ CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining
§ Initiative launched Sept.1996
§ SPSS/ISL, NCR, Daimler-Benz, OHRA
§ Funding from European commission
§ Over 200 members of the CRISP-DM SIG worldwide

§ DM Vendors  - SPSS, NCR, IBM, SAS, SGI, Data Distilleries, Syllogic, Magnify,  ..
§ System Suppliers / consultants - Cap Gemini, ICL Retail, Deloitte & Touche, …
§ End Users  - BT, ABB, Lloyds Bank, AirTouch, Experian, ...
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SEMMA is not, however, a comprehensive project management template as CRISP-DM.
The acronym SEMMA -- sample, explore, modify, model, assess -- refers to the core process of conducting data 

mining.

14
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CRISP-DM

15

§ Non-proprietary
§ Application/Industry neutral
§ Tool neutral
§ Focus on business issues

§ As well as technical analysis
§ Framework for guidance
§ Experience base

§ Templates for Analysis

CRISP-DM:  Overview

16
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There are 2 very difficult and time consuming parts to any project

1.  Defining the business question
§ What is it that you are really trying to do?
§ What has been done previously?
§ What do we already know?
§ What do we not know?
§ What kind of analytical techniques will or may help?

§ Maybe machine learning is one such analytical technique
§ Maybe we don’t need machine learning?

§ What data is relevant?  
§ Is it captured?
§ Do we have access to it?
§ Are we allowed to use it?
§ Should we be using it?  (EU GDPR)
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CRISP-DM:  Overview
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The forgotten parts of the process
or 
The parts that very few people talk about

Focus hard on Business 
Question (and the 

relevant  variables) that 
captures the essence of 

the question.

1

2

3
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CRISP-DM:  Phases
§ Business Understanding

§ Understanding project objectives and requirements
§ Data mining problem definition

§ Data Understanding
§ Initial data collection and familiarization
§ Identify data quality issues
§ Initial, obvious results

§ Data Preparation
§ Record and attribute selection
§ Data cleansing

§ Modeling
§ Run the data mining tools

§ Evaluation
§ Determine if results meet business objectives
§ Identify business issues that should have been addressed earlier

§ Deployment
§ Put the resulting models into practice
§ Set up for repeated/continuous mining of the data
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Phases in the DM Process – Business Understanding

§ Business Understanding
§ Statement of Business Objective.

§ States goal in business terminology.
§ Statement of Data Mining objective.

§ States objectives in technical terms.
§ Statement of Success Criteria.

§ Focuses on understanding the project objectives and requirements from 
a business perspective, then converting this knowledge into a data 
mining problem definition and a preliminary plan designed to achieve 
the objectives.
§ What the client really wants to accomplish?
§ Uncover important factors (constraints, competing objectives).
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Business
Understanding

Data
Understanding

Data
Preparation Modeling DeploymentEvaluation

Determine 
Business
Objective 

Assess
Situation

Determine
Data Mining

Goals
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Project Plan
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Phases 1 – Business Understanding
§ Determine business objectives

§ Key persons and their roles? Is there a steering committee. Internal sponsor (financial, domain 
expert).

§ Business units impacted by the project (sales, finance,...)? Business success criteria and who assesses 
it?

§ Users’ needs and expectations.
§ Describe problem in general terms. Business questions, Expected benefits.

§ Assess situation
§ Are they already using data mining.
§ Identify hardware and software available. Identify data sources and their types (online, experts, 

written documentation).
§ Identify knowledge sources and types (online, experts, written documentation)
§ Describe the relevant background.
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Phases 1 – Business Understanding
§ Determine data mining goals

§ Translate the business questions to data mining goals.
§ (e.g., a marketing campaign requires segmentation of customers in order to decide whom to approach 

in this campaign; the level/size of the segments should be specified).
§ Specify data mining problem type.

§ (e.g., classification, description, prediction and clustering).
§ Specify criteria for model assessment.

§ Produce project plan
§ Define initial process plan; discuss its feasibility with involved personnel.
§ Put identified goals and selected techniques into a coherent procedure.
§ Estimate effort and resources needed; Identify critical steps.

22
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Key Questions at end of Business Understanding
1. What are we trying to achieve, business wise? Why is it important?
2. What are the inputs and outputs for the task that we are trying to solve?
3. Given a hypothetical solution to that task, how would it affect our operations? 

(another way to ask this question: assuming that I have a perfect solution to your 
machine learning task, how will you use it?)

4. Do we already have the ability to act based on such solution, or do we also need 
to develop that ability? (if the ability is there, learn it carefully. If not, keep close 
contact with the team that is responsible for developing it)

5. How are we going to measure a suggested solution? (KPIs)
6. What would make it a success?
7. Do we have the input data available? How hard it is to extract it? Are we allowed 

to use it?
8. Are we experience in building similar solutions? Do we understand what it takes?
9. Do we have hard budget and timelines constraints?
10. Who will develop the solution? Do we have the required skills in house?
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Phase 2 – Data Understanding

§ Acquire the data
§ Explore the data (query & visualization)
§ Verify the quality

§ Starts with an initial data collection and proceeds with activities 
in order to get familiar with the data, to identify data quality 
problems, to discover first insights into the data or to detect 
interesting subsets to form hypotheses for hidden information.

24
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Phase 2 – Data Understanding
§ Collect data

§ List the datasets acquired (locations, methods used to acquire, problems 
encountered and solutions achieved).

§ Describe data
§ Check data volume and examine its gross properties.
§ Accessibility and availability of attributes. Attribute types, range, 

correlations, the identities.
§ Understand the meaning of each attribute and attribute value in business 

terms.
§ For each attribute, compute basic statistics (e.g., distribution, average, max, 

min, standard deviation, variance, mode, skewness).
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How good are your Database and Data Integration skills

Phase 2 – Data Understanding
§ Explore data

§ Analyze properties of interesting attributes in detail.
§ Distribution, relations between pairs or small numbers of attributes, properties of significant 

sub-populations, simple statistical analyses.

§ Verify data quality
§ Identify special values and catalogue their meaning.
§ Does it cover all the cases required? Does it contain errors and how 

common are they?
§ Identify missing attributes and blank fields. Meaning of missing data.
§ Do the meanings of attributes and contained values fit together?
§ Check spelling of values (e.g., same value but sometime beginning with a 

lower case letter, sometimes with an upper case letter).
§ Check for plausibility of values, e.g. all fields have the same or nearly the 

same values.
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How good are your Database and Data Integration skills
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There are 2 very difficult and time consuming parts to any project

2. Defining and preparing the data
§ This is way, way harder than you think
§ It really does take a long time

§ Even with ‘small’ data
§ Lots of politics 
§ Data is never clean
§ Data is never easy to integrate
§ Data keeps changing
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Phase 3 – Data Preparation

Data preparation:
§ Collection
§ Assessment
§ Consolidation and Cleaning

§ table links, aggregation level, missing values, etc

§ Data selection
§ active role in ignoring non-contributory data?
§ outliers?
§ Use of samples
§ visualization tools

§ Transformations - create new variables
§ Covers all activities to construct the final dataset from the initial raw data. 

Data preparation tasks are likely to be performed multiple times and not 
in any prescribed order. Tasks include table, record and attribute selection 
as well as transformation and cleaning of data for modeling tools.
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70 – 80% of the total work effort

Most of this is done if you 
have a Data Warehouse

-So a Data Mining project 
-will be a lot quicker
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Phase 3 – Data Preparation
§ Select data

§ Reconsider data selection criteria.
§ Decide which dataset will be used.
§ Collect appropriate additional data (internal or external).
§ Consider use of sampling techniques.
§ Explain why certain data was included or excluded.

§ Clean data
§ Correct, remove or ignore noise.
§ Decide how to deal with special values and their meaning (99 for marital status).
§ Aggregation level, missing values, etc.
§ Outliers?
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How good are your Database and Data Integration skills

70%-80% of Project time will involve processing and managing data => SQL

Phase 3 – Data Preparation

§ Construct data
§ Derived attributes.
§ Background knowledge .
§ How can missing attributes be constructed or imputed?

§ Integrate data
§ Integrate sources and store result (new tables and records).

§ Format Data
§ Rearranging attributes (Some tools have requirements on the order of the attributes, e.g. first field 

being a unique identifier for each record or last field being the outcome field the model is to predict).
§ Reordering records (Perhaps the modelling tool requires that the records be sorted according to the 

value of the outcome attribute).
§ Reformatted within-value (These are purely syntactic changes made to satisfy the requirements of 

the specific modelling tool, remove illegal characters, uppercase lowercase).
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How good are your Database and Data Integration skills

How good are your Database and Data Integration skills

70%-80% of Project time will involve processing and managing data => SQL
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Phase 4 - Modelling

§ Model building
§ Select the modelling technique

§ (based upon the data mining objective)
§ Generate test design

§ Procedure to test model quality and validity
§ Build model

§ Parameter settings
§ Assess model (rank the models)

§ Various modelling techniques are selected and applied and their 
parameters are calibrated to optimal values. Typically, there are 
several techniques for the same data mining problem type. Some 
techniques have specific requirements on the form of data. 
Therefore, stepping back to the data preparation phase is often 
necessary
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Business
Understanding

Data
Understanding

Data
Preparation Modeling DeploymentEvaluation

Select
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Test Design

Build
Model
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Model

Ah this is easy!  No, it really is!

Phase 4 - Modelling
§ Select modelling technique

§ Select technique.
§ Identify any built-in assumptions made by the technique about the data

§ (e.g. quality, format, distribution).
§ Compare these assumptions with those in the Data Description Report and make sure that these 

assumptions hold.
§ Preparation Phase if necessary.

§ Generate test design
§ Describe the intended plan for train, test and evaluate the models.
§ How to divide the dataset into training, test and validation sets.
§ Decide on necessary steps (number of iterations, number of folds etc.).
§ Prepare data required for test.

32
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Phase 4 - Modelling
§ Build model

§ Set initial parameters and document reasons for choosing those values.
§ Run the selected technique on the input dataset. Post-process data mining results (eg. editing rules, 

display trees).
§ Record parameter settings used to produce the model.
§ Describe the model, its special features, behaviour and interpretation.

§ Assess model
§ Evaluate result with respect to evaluation criteria. Rank results with respect to success and evaluation 

criteria and select best models.
§ Interpret results in business terms. Get comments by domain experts.

§ Check plausibility of model.
§ Check model against given knowledge base (discovered info. novel and useful?)
§ Check result reliability. Analyze potentials for deployment of each result.
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Phase 5 – Evaluation

§ Model Evaluation
§ More thoroughly evaluate model
§ Decide how to use results
§ Methods and criteria depend on model type:

§ • e.g., coincidence matrix with classification models, mean error rate with 
regression models.

§ Interpretation of model: important or not, easy or hard depends on 
algorithm.

§ Thoroughly evaluate the model and review the steps executed to 
construct the model to be certain it properly achieves the business 
objectives. A key objective is to determine if there is some important 
business issue that has not been sufficiently considered. At the end of 
this phase, a decision on the use of the data mining results should be 
reached.
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But this can be difficult.
What does it all mean!
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Phase 5 – Evaluation
§ Evaluate results

§ Understand data mining result. Check impact for data mining goal.
§ Check result against knowledge base to see if it is novel and useful.

§ Evaluate and assess result with respect to business success criteria.
§ Rank results according to business success criteria. Check result impact on initial application goal.
§ Are there new business objectives? (address later in project or new project?)
§ State conclusions for future data mining projects.

§ Review of process
§ Summarize the process review (activities that missed or should be repeated).
§ Overview data mining process. Is there any overlooked factor or task? (did we correctly build the 

model? Did we only use attributes that we are allowed to use and that are available for future 
analyses?)

§ Identify failures, misleading steps, possible alternative actions, unexpected paths.
§ Review data mining results with respect to business success.
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Phase 5 – Evaluation
§ Determine next steps

§ Analyse potential for deployment of each result. Estimate potential for improvement of current 
process.

§ Check remaining resources to determine if they allow additional process iterations (or whether 
additional resources can be made available).

§ Recommend alternative continuations. Refine process plan.

§ Decision
§ According to the results and process review, it is decided how to proceed to the next stage (remaining 

resources and budget).
§ Rank the possible actions. Select one of the possible actions.
§ Document reasons for the choice.

36
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Phases 6 - Deployment

§ Deployment
§ Determine how the results need to be utilized
§ Who needs to use them?
§ How often do they need to be used

§ Deploy Data Mining results by:
§ Scoring a database, utilising results as business rules, interactive scoring 

on-line.

§ The knowledge gained will need to be organized and presented in a way 
that the customer can use it. However, depending on the requirements, 
the deployment phase can be as simple as generating a report or as 
complex as implementing a repeatable data mining process across the 
enterprise.
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No one talks about this.
I wonder why?

Phases 6 - Deployment
§ Plan deployment

§ How will the knowledge or information be propagated to users? How will the use of the result be 
monitored or its benefits measured?

§ How will the model or software result be deployed within the organization’s systems? How will its 
use be monitored and its benefits measured (where applicable)?

§ Identify possible problems when deploying the data mining results.

§ Plan monitoring and maintenance
§ What could change in the environment? How will accuracy be monitored?
§ When should the data mining model not be used any more? What should happen if could no longer 

be used? (Update model, new data mining project)
§ Will the business objectives of the use of the model change over time?
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Deployment is not discussed in the literature or by the “Experts”

The real value of Data Mining is how you use or embed it in your everyday applications 
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Phases 6 - Deployment
§ Produce a final report

§ Identify reports needed (slide presentation, management summary, detailed findings, explanation of 
models, etc.).How well initial data mining goals have been met.

§ Identify target groups for reports. Outline structure and contents of reports.
§ Select findings to be included in the reports. Write a report.

§ Review project
§ Interview people involved in project. Interview end users. What could have been done better? Do 

they need additional support? Summarise feedback and write the experience documentation.
§ Analyse the process (what went right or wrong, what was done well and what needs to be 

improved.).
§ Document the specific data mining process (How can results and experience of applying the model be 

fed back into the process?). Abstract from details to make the experience useful for future projects.
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CRISP-DM:  Overview

40

The forgotten part / The part 
that is not talked about or 

discussed
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Framing the 
Question is Key 

= lots of models

= lots of iterations

= lots of learning

41

42

Focus hard on Business 
Question (and the relevant  
variables) that captures the 

essence of the question.
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Requirements Analysis & Business 
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You are never going to use 
all your data for each model.

So it doesn’t matter how big 
your data is.
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Requirements Analysis & Business 
Problem Definitions Refinement of Business 
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Occurs every 1, 3, 6, 12 months
For each Business Problem/Question

What is the purpose of this ?

To update and refine the models to reflect.
We will have more data.
We have more patterns.

Need to work out what is best OAA solution for next phase

More importantly, we want to model the changing nature of the customers/data.

Using an OAA model to make decisions on Customers etc
changes in their behavior.

We need to capture this and update models. 
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Requirements Analysis & Business 
Problem Definitions Refinement of Business 
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Model Management 

Need to manage the evolving nature of your models carefully
=> Can consume a lot of Time & Resources

New Qs/Problem Areas will be identified
=> will start to consume a lot of Time & Resources

Balance between existing models/Qs/Projects and taking on 
new Qs/Problems/Areas

CRISP-DM: Details
CRISP-DM suggests a comprehensive set of outputs that should result at each
phase of the methodology
§ A full set of document templates are also provided

§ 20 pages model (overview)
§ 30 page user guide (step-by-step process, hints)
§ 10 page “output” (suggested outline for a report on a data mining project)
§ See web page

54

NB.
Will need to follow this for 

your assignment and 
use the suggested report outline.
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Why CRISP-DM?
§ The data mining process must be reliable and repeatable by people with little 

data mining skills 

§ CRISP-DM provides a uniform framework for 
§ guidelines 
§ experience documentation

§ CRISP-DM is flexible to account for differences 
§ Different business/agency problems
§ Different data

§ CRISP-DM is evolving
§ Being developed based on experience of using CRISP-DM

55

Another Life Cycle

56
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Big Data Lifecycle

Analytics Lifecycle

1.Business 
Requirement

•Defines mandate 
and requirements

2.DWH

•Acquires and 
integrates data

3.Data 
Scientists

•Build and refine 
analytic models

4.BI

•Publishes new 
insights

5.Business

•Consumes insights 
and measures 
effectiveness
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Analytics Lifecycle – Step 1 – Business Requirement
§ Everything starts (or at least should start) with the line of business stakeholders. 

§ The first step in the Analytics Lifecycle is for the BI, DW, and data scientist teams to interview 
and collaborate with the business stakeholders in order to capture their business 
requirements. 

§ "Focus hard on Business Question and the relevant target variable that captures the essence 
of the question." Dean Abbott 

§ This includes understanding their key business initiatives, business responsibilities and 
objectives, their key business questions and decisions, and the user experience requirements 
within their existing work environment.

Analytics Lifecycle – Step 2 – Acquire & Prepare Data
§ This is the world of the data warehouse and data integration teams. 
§ Their responsibilities are to take the business stakeholder requirements 

gathered in Step 1 and begin building the supporting data platform. 

§ This requires
§ Building out the data staging and operational data stores
§ Assembling the necessary internal and external data
§ Cleansing, aligning, normalizing, and enriching the data
§ Building data models that make it easier for the business users to access and understand the 

data
§ Fine-tuning data models (e.g., aggregate tables, indices, views) to ensure reasonable end-user 

reporting and dashboard performance
§ Dimensional Modeling & Time series analysis
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Analytics Lifecycle – Step 3 – Build Analytic Models
§ This is the world of the data scientist

§ There needs to be a tight collaboration between the data warehouse team and 
the data scientist around the following tasks:
§ Leverage the corporation’s data fabric and processes to acquire an existing data warehouse 

(and acquiring it very quickly)
§ Share any existing ETL process for cleaning and aligning traditional internal data sources
§ Leverage existing data fabric tools and capabilities to acquire external and third-party data

§ Analytics has many different forms
§ Data mining is only one of them

Analytics Lifecycle – Step 4 - Publish
§ The data scientist team has modeled, verified, and created (hopefully) valuable business 

insights

§ Need to collaborate with the BI team in implementing a production-type process to publish 
the resulting analytic insights back into the operational environments. 

§ These analytics insights – such as scores, probabilities, and recommendations – may find 
their way into existing BI reports and dashboards, etc

§ Include in main stream OLTP applications 
§ likely to find their way along side operational BI into the organization’s customer-facing systems 

(call center, email, customer support), procurement, manufacturing, supply chain, and financial 
systems.
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Analytics Lifecycle – Step 5 – Measure effectiveness 
§ The final step is to ensure that the analytic insights and recommendations are 

actually effective. 
§ Just because we have analytics does not mean they are any good
§ Or any good X time later

§ We want to create the proper governance rules and guidelines, and properly 
instrument our business user systems to ensure that we can measure
§ when a recommendation or insight is acted upon by the business users 
§ the effectiveness of that recommendation or insight. 

§ This allows the organization to “close the loop” with respect to fine-tuning the 
analytic models, the analytic lifecycle process, and the organization decision-
making effectiveness

People involved in a Data Mining Project

64
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SEMMA
SAS have their own data mining process known as SEMMA

§ Sample
§ Explore
§ Modify
§ Model
§ Assess

Many of the steps in the SEMMA process directly correlate with steps in the 
CRISP-DM methodology
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Business 
Focused Value & 

Returns

http://www.oralytics.com/2013/03/type-i-and-type-ii-data-scientists.html

Summary
It is important to have structured methodologies for any software project
Data mining is no different

There are a number of options however two particularly interesting ones are 
CRISP-DM and SEMMA

§ CRISP-DM is particularly detailed and useful
§ SEMMA is matched clearly by the SAS tools
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